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Overview

NumPy - fundamental package needed for scientific computing

Matplotlib - matplotlib is a python 2D plotting library

SciPy - package for mathematics, science, and engineering

PyNN - simulator-independent language for building neuronal network models

NeuroTools - collection of tools to support all tasks associated with a neural 
simulation projects
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How to present code and its results?
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Complex, time-consuming way:
Copy&paste code and figures into a presentation

import NeuroTools.stgen as stgen
import pylab

sg = stgen.StGen()
duration = 1000.
rate_independent = 100. #Hz
rate_shared = 10. #Hz, 10 % correlation

st1 = sg.poisson_generator(rate=rate_independent, t_stop = duration) 
print "Spiketrain 1:"
print "mean rate: %f" % st1.mean_rate()
Out: 94.0
print "coefficient of variation: %f" % st1.cv_isi()
Out: 1.03099116849
print "fano factor: %f" % st1.fano_factor_isi()
Out: 11.211944837
st1.raster_plot(display=True)
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Complex, time-consuming way:
Copy&paste code and figures into a presentation

import NeuroTools.stgen as stgen
import pylab
pylab.close('all')

sg = stgen.StGen()
duration = 1000.
rate_independent = 100. #Hz
rate_shared = 10. #Hz, 10 % correlation

st1 = sg.poisson_generator(rate=rate_independent, t_stop = duration) 
print "Spiketrain 1:"
print "mean rate: %f" % st1.mean_rate()
print "coefficient of variation: %f" % st1.cv_isi()
print "fano factor: %f" % st1.fano_factor_isi()
st1.raster_plot(display=True)
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Easy, efficient way:
pyreport

• http://gael-varoquaux.info/computers/pyreport/

• pyreport is a program that runs a python script and captures its output, 
compiling it to a pretty report in a pdf or an html file.

• It can display the output embedded in the code that produced it and can 
process special comments (literate comments) according to markup 
languages ( rst or LaTeX ) to compile a very readable document.

• This allows for extensive literate progamming in python, for generating reports 
out of calculations written in python, and for making nice tutorials.

http://gael-varoquaux.info/computers/pyreport/
http://gael-varoquaux.info/computers/pyreport/
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Easy, efficient way:
pyreport

pyreport sfn_example_stgen.py

open sfn_example_stgem.pdf
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NumPy

• http://numpy.scipy.org

• NumPy is the fundamental package needed for scientific computing with 
Python. It contains:

• a powerful N-dimensional array object

• basic linear algebra functions

• basic Fourier transforms

• sophisticated random number capabilities

• ...

http://numpy.scipy.org
http://numpy.scipy.org
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Information about NumPy

General information: http://www.scipy.org/NumPy

Reference: http://docs.scipy.org/doc/numpy/reference/

Examples for each function: http://www.scipy.org/
Numpy_Example_List_With_Doc

Cookbook: http://www.scipy.org/Cookbook

http://www.scipy.org/NumPy
http://www.scipy.org/NumPy
http://docs.scipy.org/doc/numpy/reference/
http://docs.scipy.org/doc/numpy/reference/
http://www.scipy.org/Numpy_Example_List_With_Doc
http://www.scipy.org/Numpy_Example_List_With_Doc
http://www.scipy.org/Numpy_Example_List_With_Doc
http://www.scipy.org/Numpy_Example_List_With_Doc
http://www.scipy.org/Cookbook
http://www.scipy.org/Cookbook
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NumPy examples

show examples pdf
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Matplotlib

• matplotlib is a python 2D plotting library which produces publication quality 
figures

• matplotlib can be used in python scripts, the python and ipython shell (ala 
matlab or mathematica), web application servers, and six graphical user 
interface toolkits

• matplotlib tries to make easy things easy and hard things possible

• You can generate plots, histograms, power spectra, bar charts, errorcharts, 
scatterplots, etc, with just a few lines of code
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Information about Matplotlib

General information: http://matplotlib.sourceforge.net/

Examples: http://matplotlib.sourceforge.net/examples/index.html

Cookbook: http://www.scipy.org/Cookbook/Matplotlib

User Guide: http://matplotlib.sourceforge.net/users/index.html

Gallery: http://matplotlib.sourceforge.net/gallery.html

http://matplotlib.sourceforge.net
http://matplotlib.sourceforge.net
http://matplotlib.sourceforge.net/examples/index.html
http://matplotlib.sourceforge.net/examples/index.html
http://www.scipy.org/Cookbook/Matplotlib
http://www.scipy.org/Cookbook/Matplotlib
http://matplotlib.sourceforge.net/users/index.html
http://matplotlib.sourceforge.net/users/index.html
http://matplotlib.sourceforge.net/gallery.html
http://matplotlib.sourceforge.net/gallery.html
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Matplotlib examples

show examples pdf
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SciPy

• SciPy (pronounced "Sigh Pie") is open-source software for mathematics, 
science, and engineering.

• The SciPy library depends on NumPy

• The SciPy library is built to work with NumPy arrays, and provides many user-
friendly and efficient numerical routines such as routines for numerical 
integration and optimization.
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Information about SciPy

General information: http://www.scipy.org

Reference Guide: http://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/

Cookbook: http://www.scipy.org/Cookbook

http://www.scipy.org
http://www.scipy.org
http://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/
http://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/
http://www.scipy.org/Cookbook
http://www.scipy.org/Cookbook
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SciPy examples

show examples pdf
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PyNN

• PyNN (pronounced 'pine' ) is a is a simulator-independent language for 
building neuronal network models
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PyNN

General information: http://neuralensemble.org/trac/PyNN

User Guide: http://neuralensemble.org/trac/PyNN/wiki/UsersGuide

http://neuralensemble.org/trac/PyNN
http://neuralensemble.org/trac/PyNN
http://neuralensemble.org/trac/PyNN/wiki/UsersGuide
http://neuralensemble.org/trac/PyNN/wiki/UsersGuide
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PyNN examples

show examples pdf
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NeuroTools

• NeuroTools is a collection of tools to support all tasks associated with a 
neural simulation project which are not handled by the simulation engine

• NeuroTools provides modules to facilitate simulation setup, parameterization, 
data management, analysis and visualization
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NeuroTools

General information & User Guide: http://neuralensemble.org/trac/NeuroTools

http://neuralensemble.org/trac/NeuroTools
http://neuralensemble.org/trac/NeuroTools
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NeuroTools examples

show examples pdf
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Exercises

•  Simple exercises on the Wiki

•  More complex exercise: build a visual system using numpy, matplotlib and 
NeuroTools

•  Go through some examples in the cookbooks of numpy, scipy, matplotlib



To quantify the spike and Vm responses to the drifting grat-
ings, we first averaged both responses time-locked to the cycle of
the sine-wave grating generating PSTH and Vm cyclegrams, re-
spectively. Examples of averaged data (PSTH and cyclegrams)
from two RS and two FS cells are shown in Figure 3. As the
contrast of the grating increased from 0 to 64%, the sinusoidal
modulation of the Vm of simple cells (Fig. 3, RS and FS, top), at
the frequency of the grating, increased in amplitude. The depo-
larizing phase of the modulated Vm was crowned by action po-
tentials with increasing frequencies as contrast increased. In the
RS simple cell the sinusoidal modulation of the Vm was mostly
above rest, indicating an important DC component. Modulation
in the FS cell was roughly symmetrical around the resting Vm. The
two complex cells (Fig. 3, bottom) showed primarily an elevation
of the mean Vm and mean firing rates with virtually no
modulation.

From the averaged responses, we used the DC component as
the measure of the response of complex cells and the F1 compo-
nent as the measure of the response of simple cells. The DC com-
ponent is simply the mean value of the PSTH (in hertz) or the
cyclegram (in millivolts) for each contrast, whereas the F1 com-
ponent is the portion of the response (PSTH or cyclegram) mod-
ulated at the temporal frequency of the grating. It is calculated as
the amplitude of the first harmonic (F1) component of the re-
sponse, i.e., half of the peak-to-peak amplitude of the sine wave
with the same temporal frequency as the grating that best fits the
response (again in Hertz or millivolts). Figure 4 shows the CRFs
calculated from the PSTHs and Vm cyclegrams shown in Figure 3.
In these and all cases, we subtracted the value of Vm and spike rate

obtained at 0% contrast (the spontaneous
value) from all points. This value is arbi-
trarily assigned a contrast of 0.3% to per-
mit plotting on log contrast axes. The RS
simple cell (Fig. 4A) showed a Vm re-
sponse with an F1 component of 1.8 mV
at 64% contrast, whereas the spike output
increased from 0 Hz at 0% contrast to an
F1 value of 9 Hz at 64% contrast. The FS
simple cell (Fig. 4B) showed a larger mod-
ulation of the Vm with an F1 value of 7.8
mV at 64% contrast and an increase in
firing rate from 7 Hz at rest (0% contrast)
to 66 Hz at 64%. The RS complex cell (Fig.
4C) depolarized 6.4 mV (DC component)
from a resting Vm of !64 mV and the FS
complex cell (Fig. 4D) depolarized 5.5
mV from a resting Vm of !61 mV at 64%
contrast. Although the depolarization of
these two complex cells was comparable,
the firing rate of the RS cell increased from
0 Hz at rest to 12 Hz at 64% contrast,
whereas the FS cell showed an increase in
mean firing rate from 3 to 51 Hz. The plots
of Figure 4 are characteristic of our entire
population of cells in two fundamental as-
pects: (1) The shape of the response ex-
hibits an accelerating portion at low con-
trast, a roughly linear portion at
midcontrasts, and saturation at high con-
trasts. (2) The responses of Vm and spikes
had very similar shapes.

It has already been shown, using extra-
cellular recordings (Albrecht and Hamil-

ton, 1982), that the function that best describes the CRF of the
spike response is the hyperbolic ratio function. We wanted to
determine if the same function was the best descriptor of the
spike data in our intracellular recordings, and more importantly,
if it was also the best descriptor of the responses at the level of Vm.
We calculated the least-squares best fit to the spike and Vm re-
sponses of all cells using four functions: linear, logarithmic,
power, and hyperbolic ratio (see Materials and Methods). We
found that the hyperbolic ratio provided a far better fit for the
spike rate data. We also found that the hyperbolic ratio function
provided the best fit for the Vm data. Figure 5 presents the residual
variance remaining after fitting each CRF in our entire cell pop-
ulation with the four candidate functions. Several important re-
sults emerge from this analysis. First, our results for spikes are in
good agreement with the earlier study by Albrecht and Hamilton
(1982), and in every case, the hyperbolic ratio was superior to fits
with all the other functions. Furthermore, the results for Vm are
indistinguishable from those for spikes. For both spikes and Vm,
the hyperbolic ratio accounts for at least 90% of the variance in
the CRFs. For 30% of the cells it accounts for 99% of the variance.
In a few cases (n " 7), hyperbolic fits to the CRFs obtained from
Vm were only marginally better than fits to power functions.

Based on this analysis, the parameters of the best fitting hy-
perbolic ratio function provide an efficient way to compare the
relationships between contrast and response for our eight cell
classes as well as a means to compare CRFs obtained for spike
rates and Vm of individual cells. The hyperbolic ratio function has
three parameters: C50, the semisaturation constant, which speci-
fies where on the contrast axis the curve is centered; n, the expo-

Figure 2. Responses of simple and complex cells to drifting sinusoidal gratings of increasing contrast. Each presentation
consisted of five cycles of a drifting sinusoidal grating at 3.3 Hz, with increasing contrast from 0 to 64% (center circles). Grating was
confined to the RF of the cell. Simple cells (left) showed a modulation of their membrane potential at the frequency of the grating,
whereas the complex cell (right) responded with DC depolarization. The simple cell was an FS cell and showed a striking increase
in firing rate with contrast. The complex cell was an RS cell and showed only a modest increase in firing rate.

Contreras and Palmer • Contrast Response of Primary Visual Cortical Cells J. Neurosci., July 30, 2003 • 23(17):6936 – 6945 • 6939

1.2. MODELS OF CORTEX

Figure 1.15: Spatial re-

ceptive fields along the

geniculostriate pathway.

Schematic and experimen-

tal profiles of receptive

fields. Green regions

are excited by a bright

stimulus, red regions by

dark stimulus. A, On-

center neuron from the

LGN. B, Cortical simple

cell. C, Cortical complex

cell. From DeAngelis et al.

[1995].

modality is vision, and in particular the early visual system. It is composed of the retina, the

lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) and the primary visual cortex (V1). Figure 1.15 shows the

spatial receptive fields at the di!erent stages. In the following we will described developed

models for them. We will start by presenting models based on linear system theory, followed

by biophysical models using spiking neurons.

Predictive receptive field models The simplest description of the responses at the di!erent

stages of the early visual system is given by the linear receptive field. The linear receptive

field is a set of weights which, when convoluted with an image, predict the response of the

neuron. In vision, linear receptive fields cover visual space and time and are often referred to

as spatio-temporal receptive fields (STRF). The STRF of a neuron is constructed by applying

linear system theoretical approaches to the neuronal responses [Jones and Palmer, 1987]. The

neuronal spikes are correlated with the stimulus in some time window, preceding the spike.

The spike-triggered average stimulus then reflects the selectivity of the neuron, that is it’s

43

DeAngelis et al.
Trends Neurosci 1995 

V1 simple cell receptive field

Adapted from Hubel & Wiesel 
1987

LGN V1
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More complex exercise:
Build a visual system model

Lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN)
Primary visual cortex (V1)

Adapted from Contreras & Palmer
J Neurosci 2003
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More complex exercise:
Build a visual system model
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More complex exercise:
Build a visual system model

• 3D numpy array
• e.g. numpy.sin

Stimulus

• 2D numpy array
• e.g. Gabor function

V1 RF

• e.g. NeuroTools.stgen.StGen.inh_poisson_generator

Spiking mechanism

convolution

Filtered Stimulus (1D)

Stimulus induced spikes


